Dichroism in the interaction between vortex electron beams, plasmons, and molecules.
We study the transfer of orbital angular momentum between vortex electron beams and chiral samples, such as staircase plasmonic nanostructures and biomolecules. Inelastic electron scattering from these samples produces large dichroism in the momentum-resolved electron energy-loss spectra. We illustrate this phenomenon with calculations for chiral and nonchiral clusters of silver spheres using both focused and extended electron beams, which exhibit ∼10% difference between channels of opposite angular momentum. In addition to its fundamental interest, this remarkably high dichroism suggests a way of spatially resolving chiral optical excitations, including dark plasmons. We also predict a dichroic response when probing a chiral biomolecule, which suggests the use of these electron beams for resolving different enantiomers.